Shipping goods from China, Emirates and Turkey to Iran
Release of goods from all customs of the nation

Contribution in business development for the Iranian merchants and producers

Online support and consultation
www.sepahanhamrah.com
Activity of Sepahan Hamrah was based in 1997. During these years, we managed to achieve a major share of import specialized services market, shipping and releasing goods in various industries such as equipment and accessories of mobiles, computers, tablets, CCTVs, security equipment, electronic devices, lighting equipment, LED lamps and bulbs, cameras and filming accessories, stationery, advertising items and a broad range of other goods.

**Sepahan Hamrah**

**Sepahan Hamrah services at a glance**

- Sepahan Hamrah Company provides services to the customers with the best possible quality by hiring experienced and skillful experts, opening offices in Tehran and important economic parts of the world such as the cities of Guangzhou and Dubai and by providing goods release specialized services in all customs of the nation.
Sepahan Hamrah Company’s warehouse, which is located near Imam Khomeini International Airport, enjoys a 24-hour physical protection, automatic fire alarm and extinguishing systems and full monitoring of internal and external spaces of the warehouse within 24 hours and it provides the customers with various services.

Some of the “warehousing” services of Sepahan Hamrah:

- Renting warehouse spaces to merchants in various areas to store their goods during their intended time interval.
- Full monitoring of internal and external spaces of warehouse within 24 hours.
- Physical and security protection of the warehouse within 24 hours.
- Quick delivery of goods to all parts of Iran with official B/Ls.

Some of the “release” services of Sepahan Hamrah Company in Imam Khomeini airport, Bandar Abbas, Shahrila and Payam customs:

- Releasing the goods dispatched to Iran directly (express) from China and Emirates.
- Releasing the goods dispatched to Iran through multimodal transport (air-marine) and (marine-air).
- Temporary exit of goods for expose, repairs and the ones.
- Obtaining the required permits from Institute of Standards and Industrial Research of Iran (ISIRI), Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, Communication Regulatory Authority of Iran and the ones.
Headquarters:

🏠 No. 34, Before Hafez Ave., Neauphile-le-Château St., Tehran, Iran
✉ Info@sepahanHamrah.com
📞 021-62015000

Guangzhou Office:

🏠 5F, 508 Mingzhisheng Cyberport, No.67 Xidier Road, Liwan District, Guangzhou - China
📞 (0086) 20 8133 0303 & 20 8133 0309
✉ Contact Person: Mrs. LENA
✉ Lena@sepahanhamrah.com

Turkey Office:

🏠 Tekstilkent Cd, Tekstilkent Ticaret Merkezi, Blok: 10-AB, No: Z40 (G1-46), Esenler/Istanbul - Türkiye
✉ export07@sepahanHamrah.com
📞 (+90)536 700 5173

Dubai Office:

🏠 Earth Star Trading, Near Mashreq Bank, Opposite of Hyatt Regency Hotel
Alkhaleej Road, Deira, Dubai - U.A.E
✉ Contact person: Mr. Ebrahimi
📞 (0097) 150 244 9427
✉ Ebrahimi@sepahanhamrah.com
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